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Lesson Overview: Worms are Nature’s foremost recyclers, by constantly transforming mate-
rial found in the dirt back into healthy soil. Without these shy, seemingly simplistic creatures, our 
food chain would completely collapse! Come learn with a hands-on exploration about these small, 
mighty, and above all fascinating animals by creating a terrarium for the worms that the whole class 
can enjoy throughout the year. 

STANDARDS (NGS)
3-LSI-1  
From Molecules to Organisms Develop models to describe that organisms have unique and diverse 
life cycles but all have in common birth, growth, reproduction, and death; Structures and Processes; 

3-LS3-2 
Use evidence to support the explanation that traits can be influenced by the environment.

3-LS4-2  
Use evidence to construct an explanation for how the variations in characteristics among individu-
als of the same species may provide advantages in surviving, finding mates, and reproducing. 

3-LS4-3 
Construct an argument with evidence that in a particular habitat some organisms can survive well, 
some survive less well, and some cannot survive at all. 

OBJECTIVES 
1) Provide background knowledge of the anatomy, adaptations, and behaviors of worms  

(VERMICULTURE)
2) Discuss the vital role worms play in the ecosystem of soil and beyond. 
3) Explore worms firsthand in a temporary habitat
4) Construct and Maintain a classroom worm bin or terrarium for a more longitudinal study of the 

processes and interactions worms have with soil and waste.
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MATERIALS 
1. Class set of red wriggler worms (https://unclejimswormfarm.com/product/composting-worms/ ); 

Approximately, 75-250 for a healthy starter worm population.

2. A copy of any one of the following books: Yucky Worms! by Vivian French (Recommended K-2nd 
grade), The Worm by Elise Gravel(Recommended 1st--2nd  grade), or Diary of a Worm by Doreen 
Cronin (2nd grade)

3. (optional) Small Soil Content Bins with 2 types of soil—1st hard and and unwatered; 2nd good 
loamy soil complete with loose rock & mineral particles, organic material (leaves, sticks, plant 
parts) in various stages of decomposition.

4. 5-6 clear rectangular shoebox sized containers for Observation Terrariums

5. Classroom copies of the Anatomy of a Worm and Worm 101 Worksheets

6. (OPTIONAL) classroom set of magnifiers

7. WORM BIN KIT
1. 2 Opaque plastic, rectangular totes (no see through) roughly 18 gal. bins-tote 1 will serve as 

the worm bin, tote #2 will be the leachate catcher.
2. Snug-fitting lid 
3. Duct Tape
4. Vent screens (old window screens or garden mesh work best)
5. 6-8 Large Plastic or Glass Containers, all the same size to serve as spacers between bin 1 & 2
6. watering can or pitcher, filled with water prior to lesson
7. WORM BEDDING:

* ½ bag organic bagged soil—enough to fill the bottom of the bin to a depth of 4-6 inches 
*Moistened shredded newspaper (no glossy or cross-cut shreds) and shredded leaves (they 

should look like they have been in a gutter or compost bin) 

ANTICIPATORY SET: Research Worm Behavior & Anatomy (5-7min)

https://unclejimswormfarm.com/product/composting-worms/ 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6AjDOKjNotQNUk4aEpRVGI0bHdRRE1yRnZCYVJNWm42VU9z/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6AjDOKjNotQd3hOSm5EODJqelBaMmFMbG5FRENac3o1bExZ/view
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SCRIPT THIS: Need help starting the lesson? We have you covered below! 
What do you know about worms? 
Create a KWL chart on a board to openly discuss in a class setting charting base knowledge, 
ideas, and misconceptions about worms. 
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/FreeDownload/KWL-Chart-595724 (KWL chart)

*If you have time, try a soil test. Place two containers before the students for comparison. One 
container will hold hard, compacted soil. The other will hold compost consisting of rich loose 
humus and rock/soil particles. 

Let’s Compare these two types of soils. Describe them. One has had the benefit of worms 
living in it. One has not. Can you guess which one is which? Does anyone know why this soil 
looks better (loamy) than the other?

Ask students to observe the differences between the two containers and which they think the 
most effective for plant survival. Ask students—how they think the richer, loamy soil is made? 
The Answer is WORMS!

Worms are the answer of course! Today we are going to research and explore these incredible 
creatures in a sample habitat called a terrarium. Why? Because without these tiny recyclers, 
we would have no food or food chain. That’s right, no crops would grow! Worms are nature’s 
foremost recycler, by refreshing our dirt daily with nutrients and recycling old material back 
into the soil they allow plant life cycles to continue on and on. They are amazing! Let me tell 
you 5 Fun Facts that I found out in my pre-search: 

*List 5 Teacher Fun Facts about worms for class. Record observations. 

INSTRUCTION Today’s research selection is ___________________ (name of your book selec-
tion; see options below.) Let’s dig around and see what we find about these creatures and how they 
do their big job for something so small. 

Read aloud Yucky Worms!, The Worm, Diary of a Worm which ever selection best suits your class. 
Record facts as you go. 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/FreeDownload/KWL-Chart-595724
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GUIDED PRACTICE Observation and Worm Exploration. 
Pass out 5-6 prefilled terrarium containers filled with 2-3 inches of dirt and loose, loamy soil—lots of 
leaves, along with Anatomy of a Worm. I often place these in page protectors so I can also use the 
back as a blank, bright surface for students to place the worms if they choose to take them out of 
the terrarium for closer study. 

Water terrarium just enough to look damp if needed. Divide your worm population evenly into these 
5-6 bins. Review the anatomy of a worm WS. Let groups observe the worms in action. IF you have 
magnifiers, use now.  Anatomy of a Worm WS

1) How do the worms react at first contact? When worms detect light or vibrations with their cilia, 
these body hair photo-receiving sensors send a message to the brain to move. With a worm, all 
safety and instinct tell them in times of trouble—dig and wriggle downward. They seem to have 
an inherent compass and will always move downwards, even if there are solid impediments like 
concrete floors. Consider worms after a rainstorm. Once swept onto concrete roads, they will 
attempt to dig downwards and often are stranded on the pavement because they cannot dive 
down to safety.

2) Can you tell which end is which? Worms use their prostomium, a tongue like appendage, that 
‘tastes the air’ leading them downwards or alerting them to danger. This end will always rear up 
and wiggle to find the right way down. It is easy to mistake the ends as worms can inch forward 
and backwards much like a locomotive train on a track.  

3) How do they worms react with lots of noise? How do they react with no noise? Sound vibra-
tions will often over stimulate the cilia in the same way light does. Adolescent worms will wriggle 
wildly and writhe when they encounter too much light or sound. More adult worms keep their 
composure and will often appear dead. They are paralyzed at first, but then will do as instinct 
tells them and head downward. 

4) How do they react if you remove light sources? You will notice immediately, worms relax when 
in the dark. Remember their habitat is constantly in the dark, and they are best adapted for that 
environment. This is why they do not have eyes or ears—they simply don’t require them. They 
rely on the cilia to warn them through vibrations and photoreceptors. 

5) Can you identify worms at different stages in the life cycle? Young worms—a small, thin and 
nearly translucent; Adolescent worms—long thing and prone to overreaction. They will flail the 
most because their bodies are not quite equipped to handle the overwhelmed cilia. They often 
will have small egg sacs forming Adult worms—long and thicker worms will often paralyze rather 
than flail, once regaining their senses. Fully formed egg sacs. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6AjDOKjNotQNUk4aEpRVGI0bHdRRE1yRnZCYVJNWm42VU9z/view
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CLASS PRACTICE: Teacher will assemble the worm bin for the class. Describe the steps below as 
you assemble.  

1) Show two bins side by side. Show how you have drilled/cut out holes in 1 bin and top. Ask why? 
(Answer-Breathing and ventilation purposes). 

2) Take cut-out screen and tape over the lid holes. This control pests inside the worm bin as well as 
ventilation. 

3) Place spacers (plastic or glass) in second tote bin with no holes. Explain that any leachate or 
decomposition juice will be caught here. Gardeners refer to this as liquid gold on plants! 

4) Layer the first bin with the drilled holes on top of the second so that it sits on top of the spacers. 
This space will create a collection zone for any leachate or compost juice that leaks through the 
bottom. 

5) Fill with 4-6 inches of dirt (bagged soil) and layer in the contents of the 5-6 temporary terrari-
ums complete with worms into the top bin. Water just enough to moisten the humus. Cover and 
enjoy! Add 2-3 inch layers of moistened dead leaves and newspaper to bin every 2 weeks. Water 
with a ½ gallon of water each week or 4-5 days.

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE: Students, using their new worm background knowledge gained through 
observation, can create in groups Care & Maintenance Charts for what the worms will need in their 
new classroom terrarium.  

ASSESSMENT& WRAP-UP Share Care & Maintenance Charts; Five Fun Facts! What did you 
learn that you did not know before?  


